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Abstract
Evolution can be broadly described in terms of
mutations of the genotype and the subsequent se-
lection of the phenotype. The full enumeration of
a given genotype-phenotype (GP) map is there-
fore a powerful technique in examining evolution-
ary landscapes. However, because the number
of genotypes typically grows exponentially with
genome length, such calculations rapidly become
intractable. Here I apply graphics processing unit
(GPU) techniques to the hydrophobic-polar (HP)
model for protein folding. This GP map is a
simple and well-studied model for the complex
process of protein folding. Prior studies on rel-
atively small 2D and 3D lattices have been exclu-
sively carried out using conventional central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) approaches. By using GPU
techniques, I was able to reproduce the pioneer-
ing calculations of Li et al.[1] with a speed up of
580-700 fold over a CPU. I was also able to per-
form the largest enumeration to date of the 6×6
lattice. These novel calculations provide evidence
that a popular ‘plum-pudding’ metaphor that sug-
gests that phenotypes are disconnected in geno-
type space does not describe the data. Instead a
‘spaghetti’ metaphor of connected genotype net-
works may be more suitable. Furthermore, the
data allows the relationships between designability
and complexity within GP space to be explored.
GPU approaches appear extremely well suited to
GP mapping and the success of this work provides
a promising introduction for its wider application
in this field.
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1 Introduction
In the 1890s, the Dutch botanist Hugo de Vries re-
discovered and expanded upon Mendel’s ground-
breaking work on heredity[2, 3]. This work revo-
lutionized the field of genetics. Within 20 years,
Mendel’s principles of inheritance had been ap-
plied convincingly to model organism Drosophilia
melanogaster [4] and mathematician RA Fisher
had begun to develop the mathematical frame-
work of population genetics[5] which incorpo-
rated Mendel’s principles into evolutionary the-
ory. Fisher’s work was the first quantification of
the distribution and propagation of heritable ge-
netic information. Ever since these great shifts
in approach and understanding, scientists across
many disciplines have been fascinated by the re-
lationship between the information that is in-
herited by, and the resulting properties of, an
organism[6, 7]. In 1911, Johannsen introduced the
fundamental words phenotype, genotype and
gene to biology[8], vital terminology for the dis-
cussion of the nature of evolution. Phenotype, a
broad term, refers to a set of observable charac-
teristics such as the functional shape of a protein
fold or the function of a gene regulatory network.
The corresponding genotypes are encoded in the
DNA and can be coarse-grained to the amino acid
composition of a protein or the set of interacting
genes in a regulatory network[9]. Thus the geno-
type refers to the information that generates the
phenotype.
In 1991, Alberch formalized the ideas of a map-
ping between genotype and phenotype[10], lead-
ing to the introduction of the term genotype-
phenotype (GP) map. Since then this concept
has proven to be very fruitful because a GP map
details which phenotypes are accessible to which
genotypes. The number of genotypes that map
to a phenotype is called its designability[1]. The
GP map also encodes the possible consequences
of mutations to the genotype. For example, it is
well known that many mutations are effectively
neutral; they don’t change the phenotype[11]. A
quantitative measure of the frequency of these
neutral mutations is the robustness; phenotype ro-
bustness is the average probability that a mutation
to the phenotype is neutral i.e. maps back to the
same phenotype[12].
Exploring these properties for GP maps requires
the exhaustive enumeration of all genotypes and
phenotypes in the model. This can prove difficult
for two reasons. Firstly, for any biologically realis-
tic system, the simulation of a GP map is compu-
tationally expensive. Secondly, for most biological
systems an accurate mathematical description of
the GP map is not known. It is because of this
that despite their utility, studies have typically
been limited to relatively simple model systems.
Examples of GP maps that have been explored
include simplistic sequence-structure relationships
of molecules such as RNA or proteins[13]. GP
maps of higher level systems such as gene tran-
scription networks[14] and gene-regulatory net-
works have also been explored[9]. Even for these
simple systems computational expense remains a
critical bottleneck for progress.
It should be kept in mind that the environ-
ment also plays an important role in evolution.
The GP map is not a complete description of evo-
lution but without starting somewhere, progress
can’t be made. In fact, a great deal of work
has been done on the evolutionary implications
of data from model GP maps[15, 16, 17]. It is
thought that the interplay of properties such as
designability and robustness are important for un-
derstanding broader principles such as evolvabil-
ity; the ability of evolution to generate novel heri-
table phenotypes. For example, higher designabil-
ity means that a phenotype is more likely to arise
by random selection of a genotype. Similarly, high
robustness means that genotypes that are more
likely to form a percolating neutral network (NN)
of genotypes that all map onto the same pheno-
type. A NN in turn allows a population to travel
through evolutionary space over time without los-
ing functionality[18], but at the same time in-
creases the number of alternative phenotypes that
may be mutationally accessible. Thus NNs are
of key importance in providing adaptability to a
system[19, 20].
Spaghetti vs plum pudding model One key
question for GP maps is whether or not the neu-
tral networks of two phenotypes can be connected
by single point mutations. One extreme is the
‘spaghetti bowl’ or ‘spaghetti’ model (Figure 1A)
where the NNs are widely distributed and so phe-
notypes can make contact with many others. The
other extreme is the ‘plum pudding’ model (Fig-
ure 1B) where NNs are much more isolated from
one another. This distinction is important, be-
cause the ‘spaghetti’ model is thought to make a
system much more evolvable, since it can more
easily access evolutionary novelty through neutral
exploration of its NN.
Relationships between designability and
complexity Biologically realistic GP maps typ-
ically have a small number of highly designable
phenotypes that have most of the genotypes map-
ping to them[21, 22]. Discovering what properties
make some phenotypes exceptionally designable is
an interesting problem in and of itself. Such a
discovery may also shed light on an explanation
as to why only 103-104 fundamentally different
protein folds are observed in nature[23] whereas
on theoretical grounds many orders of magnitude
more are expected to be possible. The proper-
Figure 1: Two hypothetical continuous genotype-
phenotype spaces with different topologies; A depicts
the ‘spaghetti bowl’ model and B depicts the ‘plum
pudding’ model. Regions of color represent neutral
networks, with the area representing the quantity of
component genotypes. Different colors represent dif-
ferent phenotypes. Gray represents deleterious pheno-
types. For example in a GP map of protein folding,
proteins that don’t fold. In the ‘spaghetti’ model, phe-
notypes percolate the space and make connections with
many others. In the ‘plum pudding’ model, phenotypes
are isolated and make only limited contact with others.
ties of phenotypes that have so far been explored
have been necessarily dependent upon the models
used. Several authors have attempted to calcu-
late what properties of phenotypes correlate with
designability[24, 25]. An example of a property
that has been investigated is the symmetry of pro-
tein folds in a 2D, lattice protein folding model. Li
et al. noted when they looked at protein folding
on a 6×6 lattice that the highly designable pheno-
types were highly symmetric[1]. Wang et al. took
this further and investigated the links between the
designability of protein folds on a 6×6 lattice and
various symmetries of the folds[25] and found that
for x-y symmetry and 180◦ rotation symmetry, the
designability of a fold increased with these symme-
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tries on average.
Whilst attempting to find a model independent
measure that correlates with designability, Louis
et al. (unpublished) noted that highly symmetric
structures may minimize a property called Kolgo-
morov complexity. Kolmogorov complexity is, put
simply, the minimum length of a defining descrip-
tion of a object[26]. Highly symmetric structures
include redundant information and as such may
require a shorter description to specify. As such,
this measurement of symmetry may be an indirect
approximation of Komogorov complexity[27]. Fur-
ther investigations into more complete measures of
complexity may elucidate correlations between the
designability of phenotypes and their complexity.
GP maps for protein folding models There
are 20 amino acids which make up the standard
alphabet for protein sequences. Chains of amino
acids spontaneously fold into complex, ordered
structures called proteins. Modeling folding pro-
teins has been of great theoretical interest since
the classic experiment by Anfinsen in 1972[28]. It
was shown that for small globular proteins, all of
the information a protein needs to fold is encoded
in its amino acid sequence.
The protein folding problem is a grand challenge
in science and many authors have approached the
problem [29, 30, 31]. Predicting the structure
of any protein from its amino acid sequence is
theoretically possible but practically impossible
given current technology. The ‘Hydrophobic Po-
lar’ (HP) model is a much simplified protein fold-
ing model that attempts to tackle this complex-
ity issue. The HP model was proposed by Dill
in 1985[32] and exploits the fact that, to first or-
der, all 20 amino acids can be separated into two
categories: hydrophobic (H) and polar (P). Sec-
ondly, the configuration space is greatly simplified
to simple lattices. The HP model therefore re-
duces a protein to a binary string of either polar or
hydrophobic amino acids following a self-avoiding
walk on a lattice. It has been widely studied, and
despite its simplicity, it is thought to reproduce
some key aspects of the physics of protein folding.
A schematic showing how a 2D fold on a 6 × 6
lattice is similar to a biological fold comprised of
alpha helices and beta sheets is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: An example of a path on a 6 × 6 lattice
and a biologically similar structure with alpha helices
(turquoise) and beta sheets (pink). This shows how
2D and 3D lattice structures can be translated into
biological substructures.
It is more biologically realistic to calculate the
solvation energy of protein folds with all 20 amino
acids. This is typically done using the Miyazawa-
Jernigan (MJ) energies, which are calculated sta-
tistically from known contacts within proteins[33].
The results of this model on the simple 3 × 3 × 3
and 6× 6 lattices have been compared to the sim-
plified HP system; both models produce similar
results, giving justification that the very simple
and less computationally expensive HP model is
biologically relevant[33].
The simplification provided by HP model is nec-
essary in producing a GP map because calculating
every genotype and phenotype for a model using
all 20 amino acids is an intensive process; for a very
modest protein of length 27 on a 3× 3× 3 lattice,
there are 2027 ≈ 1 × 1035 possible sequences and
103367 folds for which the energy of each sequence
must be evaluated. Another example that illus-
trates the size of the genotype space for proteins is
that all possible proteins of length 37 would weigh
1× 1025kg which is approximately twice the mass
of the Earth. When enumerating all sequences is
impossible, the sampling of significant numbers of
genotypes is often used to provide some insight
into the structure of the GP space.
Although simplistic and therefore less computa-
tionally demanding than the MJ model, the HP
folding problem is still NP complete[34]. This
means that it is believed to be a computation-
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ally intractable problem. The solution space of
this problem grows exponentially with its size[35]
and there is no known shortcut to an exact
solution[36]. In these models, even if we only
look at a sample of all possible sequences, each se-
quence must still be exhaustively folded through
all possible configurations in order to ensure the
ground state is not missed. This is the primary
reason why the acceleration of calculations is es-
sential in being able to examine and create GP
maps for systems in larger spaces than a 5 × 5
lattice.
The HP and MJ models therefore present a bio-
logically relevant problem with a great need for ac-
celeration and expansion. Several authors have de-
rived properties of the GP map for these models on
small lattices. In 2008, Goldstein investigated the
HP model on the 5× 5 lattice and suggested that
the genotype-phenotype space for the HP model
in general is ‘plum pudding’ like[37]. This would
mean that the phenotypes are isolated, having lim-
ited connections with other ‘plums’. Ferrada and
Wagner explored the same idea in 2012[22], sug-
gesting as well that the phenotypes for proteins
were less connected than the ‘highly interwoven’
nature of the RNA GP map.
GPU computing applied to protein folding
General purpose graphical processing unit com-
puting is the use of graphical processing units
(GPU) to accelerate programs that would be
traditionally run on a central processing unit
(CPU)[38]. This technique has seen a relatively
recent uprising in usage for a variety of scientific
problems[39]. It achieved particular success in an
Ising spin model (20-fold speed up)[40] and a non-
hydrostatic weather model (80-fold speed up)[41].
The Folding@home project has been able to utilize
consumer GPUs on laptops and home computers
to achieve an average of 60-fold speed up on GPUs
compared to CPUs of participants[42].
This project brought together two exciting as-
pects of current research: 1) the analysis of bio-
logical genotype-phenotype spaces and 2) the use
of GPUs to accelerate scientific simulations.
I wrote and verified a program that carried out
the enumeration and sampling of HP and MJ mod-
els on given 2D and 3D lattices on the GPU. I
was then able to investigate whether the HP GP
space is more like ‘spaghetti’ or ‘plum pudding’
and whether the previous results from Ferrada and
Goldstein were due to finite size effects. I then
used HP and MJ models on the 6×6 lattice to in-
vestigate the link between various measurements
of the information content or complexity of a phe-
notype and its designability. The minimum defin-
ing chain length and compression approximations
of Kolmogorov complexity were evaluated for this
lattice.
2 Methods
2.1 HP and MJ lattice models
The HP and MJ models use the H or P monomers
or an alphabet of 20 amino acids respectively.
These models are on lattice and require the full
library of structures that a sequence can fold to.
This library of possible folds is equivalent to all
compact, self-avoiding random walks on the lat-
tice. The use of only the compact structures is jus-
tifiable in that they quite accurately mimic globu-
lar proteins and that the most compact configura-
tion of a protein is typically the most stable[43]. A
stable protein fold is the lowest energy state for its
sequence so finding the ground state is equivalent
to minimizing the following Hamiltonian,
H =
∑
i<j
Eσiσj∆(ri − rj) (1)
Where i and j label the position of the monomer
in the sequence, σi and σj are the species of
monomer (H or P in the HP model). ∆(ri−rj) = 1
for i and j which are neighbors in the fold but not
neighbors in the sequence and ∆(ri − rj) = 0 for
all other pairs. Examples of contacts that would
contribute non-zero values to the Hamiltonian are
shown in Figure 3 and the numerical values of
Eσiσj are given in Table 1. The values of Eσiσj
are from Li et al.[1] and the model using these en-
ergies will be consistently referred to as the HP
model. The values of Eσiσj for the MJ model are
shown in Figure 15 in Appendix A.
The model takes the library of folds for a given
lattice and then either samples or exhaustively
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Figure 3: The three different type of contact energies
between neighboring H and P monomers on a 3×3×3
lattice, Eσiσj are defined in Equation 1 and Table 1.
Table 1: HP model contact energies Eσiσj in reduced
units.
σi
H P
σj H −2.3 −1
P −1 0
enumerates sequences. For each sequence the en-
ergies for all configurations (folds) on the given
lattice are found and the fold with the minimum
energy is returned. Each sequence in this model
therefore has a lowest energy structure or it does
not fold at all (i.e. has the deleterious phenotype).
It is also possible to specify an energy threshold for
further control over whether a sequence folds. The
threshold is a parameter that sets the minimum
distinguishable energy difference between the low-
est and second lowest energy folds. If the two low-
est energy configurations are within this threshold,
there is no conclusive minimum and the sequence
does not fold.
2.2 Graphical Processing Units
GPUs are designed to carry out a large number
of graphical calculations in parallel[44] which is
equivalent to carrying out many floating point ma-
trix calculations. This infrastructure provides an
excellent opportunity for the acceleration of scien-
tific computing as it allows relatively simple oper-
ations to be carried out in parallel on cores (i.e.
streaming multiprocessors) within the GPU us-
ing a system of blocks and threads (Figure 4).
In 2007, Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) was introduced by NVIDIA to simplify
the process of using graphical processing units for
general purpose computing[45, 46].
Table 2: CUDA terminology
Kernel A function within the CUDA script,
called by the host (CPU) and exe-
cuted on the device (GPU) by an ar-
ray of threads.
Thread A basic element of data to be pro-
cessed, delivered to a single process-
ing unit.
Warp A group of 32 threads. Threads
are launched in warps. One warp is
scheduled on one multiprocessor.
Block A group of threads that can cooperate
via shared memory and synchroniza-
tion. Should be a multiple of the warp
size.
Grid A structure for launching multiple
blocks.
Figure 4: Schematic of a GPU and its host CPU. The
different components of the GPU are described in the
main text.
The memory within a computer with a GPU is
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organized into a hierarchy of 5 structures (in bold).
Each multiprocessor includes thousands of regis-
ters which can be accessed locally and as such this
memory access is very fast. Each multiprocessor
has access to 48kB of shared memory which al-
lows synchronization between threads in a block;
this is the second fastest memory that can be ac-
cessed by a thread. There is approximately 4GB
of global memory on separate DRAM chips that
can be accessed by every thread but is the slowest
memory access. Texture memory is a region of
read-only memory that is specifically set aside for
fast access and is available locally to each thread.
The host memory is on the CPU and cannot be
accessed by threads. Any memory transfers from
the CPU to GPU must take place outside of run-
ning kernels. This memory hierarchy is illustrated
in Figure 4.
Two different NVIDIA cards were used, the
GeForce GTX 750Ti and Tesla C2070 cards which
both use the Fermi architecture. The IntelÂő
CoreâĎć i5-480M CPU was used for all timed CPU
calculations.
Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) and the design of GPU code.
CUDA was chosen as the language for this pro-
gram as it has mature tools, including a debugger
and profiler. The definitions of some important
CUDA terms are given in Table 2. I created
the new program from scratch in CUDA, taking
inspiration from in-house CPU code.
To efficiently solve a problem with parallelism
using CUDA on a GPU, the program should have
the following qualities[40]:
1. Local calculations, keeping the need for com-
munication between threads to a minimum.
2. Coherent threads with as little thread diver-
gence as possible.
3. A number of threads much greater than avail-
able multiprocessors.
4. Many more arithmetic operations and use of
shared memory than global memory accesses.
(a) Time per fold against threads per block for the HP
6× 6 model.
(b) Time per fold against threads per block for the HP
3× 3× 3 model.
Figure 5: Time per fold against threads per block for
different numbers of total threads and for int and dou-
ble variables. The three variables that effect the run-
ning time of the CUDA program are the data type
used (integer or double), the total number of threads
launched by the kernel and the way these threads are
split into blocks. The size of each block is important as
each multiprocessor core runs 1 block at a time. These
results show that the fastest set ups for the HP model
on the 6×6 and 3×3×3 lattices use integer variables,
at least 215 threads and threads per block values of 64
(26).
To optimize the running time of code on the
GPU, it is important to ensure that the threads
per block and block sizes specified in the launch of
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a CUDA kernel do not increase latency. Threads
are launched in warps of 32 and so to reduce any
wasted processors, threads per block should be a
multiple of 32. The grid size and total threads per
block is best determined within the context of the
model. I ran tests for varying block and grid size
parameters to find the optimum set up.
I converted the floating point operations to inte-
ger operations in order to avoid issues with round-
ing floating point variables; if floating points are
used, results can vary for different GPU archi-
tectures and between the GPU and the CPU[47].
Integer precision arithmetic operations sometimes
use fewer cycles and therefore run faster than those
using floats or doubles[48]. In order to examine
the effect on the speed of the code when using
integer or double variables, I converted the dec-
imal values in the energy matrices (Table 1 and
Appendix A.1) to integer values and ran the code
on the GeForce GTX 750Ti GPU. The speed of
the code using integers and doubles is compared
in Figure 5 which shows that when comparing op-
timal integer and double runs, the integer compu-
tations run approximately twice as fast as those
using doubles. Figure 5 also shows the compar-
isons between different total thread numbers and
block sizes. Code with over 215 total threads runs
approximately four times as fast as that with 29.
The optimal threads per block are shown by the
minima of the graphs. The fastest configurations
for the HP model on both the 6× 6 and 3× 3× 3
lattice used 64 threads per block. The future runs
were executed with these optimized parameters.
I wrote the core program for the project with
the capability to run the HP or MJ models on
either the 5×5, 6×6 or 3×3×3 lattice. I verified
the accuracy of the code by running cross checks
against the results of Helling et al[49]. I verified
that the code gave the same most designable folds
for the MJ model on the 6 × 6 lattice and HP
3 × 3 × 3 lattice as in Helling et al. (Figure 7).
Other various cross-checks were carried out and
can be seen in Appendix B.
2.3 Designability, robustness and the
topology of GP maps.
The concepts of designability and robustness can
be expressed mathematically and used to classify
the topology of the GP map[21]. In this report the
word ‘fold’ is used interchangeably with ‘pheno-
type’ and the word ‘sequence’ is used interchange-
ably with ‘genotype’. For a model with alphabet
size K and genotype length L there are KL pos-
sible genotypes. The designability Nq of a pheno-
type q is defined as the size of the set of genotypes
that have phenotype q. To define robustness we
must talk about the neighborhood of a genotype
and a quantity called φpq. The ‘neighborhood’ of
a genotype is all other sequences that differ from it
by a single point mutation. The number of neigh-
bors of a sequence is therefore (K − 1)L. If the
designability (number of genotypes) of a pheno-
type is Nq then the total number of neighbors of
the phenotype is given by Nq(K − 1)L.
φpq is the average probability of a mutation from
phenotype q ⇒ p. It is therefore the fraction of
neighbors of q that map to p;
φpq =
1
Nq
Nq∑
i=1
Φp(gi). (2)
where Φp(gi) is the fraction of the (K−1)L neigh-
bors of genotype gi that result in phenotype pw
and the sum averages over the Nq genotypes that
fold to phenotype q.
The phenotype robustness can now be defined
as ρp = φpp. Robustness is the average probability
of a neutral mutation p ⇒ p. Another interesting
property of a phenotype is φdel which measures the
probability a mutation will result in the deleteri-
ous phenotype. The deleterious phenotype in the
protein folding model is assigned to amino acids
with no unique ground state fold. An example of
a genotype space and the nature of different φpq
values is shown in Figure 6[21].
Before discussing the expectations of these val-
ues in the ‘plum pudding’ and ‘spaghetti’ models
I introduce the null model for quantitative com-
parison. The frequency of phenotypes is always a
constraint defined by the physics of the problem
(Equation 1). It is the location of phenotypes in
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Figure 6: (A) A hypothetical genotype space with
different colors and shapes representing different phe-
notypes. Neutral connections between genotypes are
shown in color, highlighting the neutral networks
formed. (B) A depiction of how mutations of the orig-
inal phenotype contribute to φij values, the thickness
of the arrows represent the size of the φ value. Here
the robustness has the largest φ value and mutation
from the circle phenotype to the orange diamond has
the smallest φ value. Taken from[21].
the space that is variable. In the null model pheno-
types are randomly located in the genotype space.
The phenotypes of neighbors in the null model are
therefore not correlated. A relevant quantity in
the null model is the threshold γpq; this is the value
of the global frequency of phenotype p such that it
will appear on average once in the neighborhood
of q. Below this frequency the expected number
of occurrences of p in the neighborhood of q drops
below 1;
γpq =
1
Nq(K − 1)L. (3)
In the ‘plum pudding’ model, the only signifi-
cant values of φ are φpp (the robustness) and φdel
as the ‘plums’ make limited connection with oth-
ers. In the ‘spaghetti bowl’ model, many values of
φpq would be greater than the null model for many
phenotypes q as the ‘spaghetti’ phenotypes make a
greater number of contacts with other phenotypes.
All 227 ≈ 1.34×108 sequences in the HP 3×3×3
model were exhaustively enumerated to produce
and analyze the full GP map for the HP 3× 3× 3
model. φpq was calculated for the neighborhood
of the most designable fold (see Figure 7). The
robustness and φdel were calculated for every phe-
notype in the model.
Figure 7: The most designable fold for the MJ model
on the 6× 6 lattice and the HP model on the 3× 3× 3
lattice.
The phenotypic robustness, φpq and φdel in the
3× 3× 3 HP model were compared to what would
be expected from the ‘spaghetti’, ‘plum pudding’
and null models.
Complexity and Designability Current in-
vestigations into the GP maps of RNA and
gene networks have suggested connections between
complexity and designability (Louis et al., unpub-
lished). This suggestion prompted the investiga-
tion within this project into the relationship be-
tween the complexity and designability on the 6×6
lattice model.
There are many definitions of complexity and
the measurement method can vary between mod-
els. One method pioneered by Kolmogorov is
called Kolmogorov complexity[50]. The Kol-
mogorov complexity of a string x is defined as ‘the
size of the shortest string y from which the univer-
sal Turing machine produces x’[51]. Exact Kol-
mogorov complexity is technically incomputable
but there are many methods for approximating it.
One method used in this project found an upper
bound of the Kolmogorov complexity using a com-
pression technique. The process is to write the
fold as a sequence of Up, Down, Left and Right
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(numerically represented by 0,1,2,3) and then to
compress this string and calculate its resultant
length. This compression estimate of Kolmogorov
complexity was compared to designability for the
6× 6 phenotypes.
Another approximation to the Kolmogorov com-
plexity I used was the minimum defining chain
length (MDCL). It has been suggested that the
minimum length of unique chain in a fold corre-
lates with its designability (Dingle, unpublished).
The calculation of MDCL comprises finding the
shortest path for each fold such that once that
path is followed, given the starting position and
size of the lattice, the rest of the fold is fixed. This
is a promising approximation to the Kolmogorov
complexity as it is analogous to the shortest defi-
nition of a fold. For example, the most designable
fold for the the MJ 6×6 model has a short defining
chain length of 7, shown by the red path in Figure
8.
Figure 8: The most designable fold for the MJ model
on the 6×6 lattice. The minimum defining chain length
for this fold given the lattice and start point is shown
in red. Once the red line is fixed, the rest of the fold
is completely determined.
An attempt was made to calculate the MDCL
for all compact phenotypes on the 6 × 6 lattice.
These estimates of complexity for each fold were
compared with designability for the folds to inves-
tigate whether there was any correlation between
them.
3 Results and Discussion
I used CUDA to write programs for the GPU that
calculated the ground state fold for every geno-
type for a given lattice and alphabet. The GPU
gave a significant speed up which enabled vari-
ous explorations of the properties of the genotype-
phenotype spaces of various models.
3.1 GPU Code Design and Accelera-
tion
The code was designed to fit the criteria in Sec-
tion 2.2. Each thread generated or imported a
sequence and computed the sequence’s lowest en-
ergy fold using arithmetic operations. The threads
were completely independent and coherent in the
operations they applied. The number of threads
launched was of the order of 220−28 and as such
there were many more threads than processors.
Finally, the number of global memory accesses
were minimal as the majority of each threads
calculations were either arithmetic operations or
comparisons with values stored in registers. The
CUDA code is in Appendix C and can be seen to
exhibit all of these properties.
The speed ups shown in Table 3 were obtained
on the Tesla C2070 card, compiled with NVCC us-
ing CUDA v. 3.2[46] and were compared to speeds
on the IntelÂő CoreâĎć i5-480M CPU. The values
in Table 3 were from the random sampling of some
of possible sequences due to the impracticality of
full enumeration on the CPU. Full enumeration is
even faster per fold on the GPU as fewer memory
operations have to be carried out. Full enumera-
tion is faster because threads on the GPU do not
have to access random numbers in global memory
which have been transferred from the CPU.
Table 3: Time per fold for CPU v GPU and the equiv-
alent speed up per sequence.
Model CPU /s GPU /s Speed up
MJ 3× 3× 3 0.162 0.00028 580
HP 3× 3× 3 0.160 0.00026 620
MJ 6× 6 0.083 0.000119 700
HP 6× 6 0.081 0.000135 600
A speed up of 580-700 fold, as shown in Table
3, is very large reducing sampling that would take
days or years to minutes or days respectively. For
example, the full enumeration of the HP 6 × 6
model, which would take over 180 years on a CPU
is underway at time of writing and should take a
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total of approximately 110 days to complete on
a single GPU chip. It is worth noting that the
GPU provided approximately equal accelerations
for calculations on the 6× 6 and 3× 3× 3 lattices.
This is because the limiting factor on both the
CPU and GPU was the number of folds that have
to be tested for each sequence. This determined
the number of calculations required on the CPU
and determined the number of memory accesses
on the GPU. There are twice as many folds on the
3×3×3 lattice compared to the 6×6 lattice and as
such the GPU and CPU ran approximately twice
as fast on the 6×6 lattice compared to the 3×3×3
lattice.
3.2 Designability, robustness, φpq and
the topology of the HP 3×3×3 GP
map
All of the results in this subsection are for the HP
model on the 3 × 3 × 3 lattice. The null model
used for comparison in these results is one in which
the location of phenotypes within the genotype
space is random.
The full GP map for this model was enumerated.
The distribution of designability for this model is
shown in Appendix B as part of the code verifica-
tion. With the phenotype for all genotypes known,
I calculated the robustness of all the model’s phe-
notypes. I then examined the phenotypes in the
neighborhood of the top fold φpq, and the connec-
tions to the deleterious phenotype in the neigh-
borhood of all phenotypes. I used these results to
deduce how well the model is described by both
the ‘spaghetti’ and ‘plum pudding’ metaphors.
When all sequences in this model are enumer-
ated, there are 4255 out of 51704 possible folds
which do not occur at all as ground states in the
3 × 3 × 3 model, i.e. they have zero designabil-
ity. This means that there are only 47449 possible
phenotypes for sequences on this lattice. In this
model, 4.76% of all sequences have a ground state
fold. All other genotypes have non-unique ground
states and therefore 95.24% of sequences have the
deleterious phenotype.
Robustness The robustness against designabil-
ity for all phenotypes in the HP 3 × 3 × 3 model
is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Robustness against designability for all folds
in the HP model on 3 × 3 × 3 lattice. In the null
model designability is equal to robustness (red line).
The frequency of neutral mutations in the null model
would fit this line as it would correlate exactly with
the global frequency of that phenotype.
The robustness for a significant number of phe-
notypes (43.6%) is larger than the null model.
This suggests that in this HP model, many phe-
notypes are likely to have neutral networks and
thereby percolate the space. The points that fall
on the null model (red line) are phenotypes with
robustness equal to what would be expected if
there were no correlations between a fold and its
neighbor. The large number of phenotypes with
significantly larger robustness than the null model
is evidence that a given phenotype is correlated
with its neighborhood.
Phenotypes in the neighborhood of the top
fold φpq is the frequency of mutations that re-
sult in phenotype p in the single mutation neigh-
borhood of phenotype q. Here I looked at the
neighborhood of the most designable fold. Fig-
ure 10 shows the local frequency of phenotypes
in the neighborhood of the most designable fold
against their global frequency. The distribution
that would be produced by the null model is shown
by the green line in Figure 10. The graph shows
that in the HP 3×3×3 model there are many phe-
notypes which have more connections to the most
designable phenotype than would be expected in
the null model (i.e. those above the green diago-
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Figure 10: Log φpq against log frequency for connec-
tions to the top fold. Many phenotypes, despite having
a frequency below the threshold are connected to the
top fold for the 3 × 3 × 3. The green line shows the
null model, for which the frequency of phenotypes in
the neighborhood of the top fold is random and so is
equal to their global frequency. The pink vertical line
shows the threshold γ, below which the phenotype is
so infrequent that it is not expected to occur in a ran-
domly connected GP map. The top right point is the
robustness φpp (connections from the most designable
fold back to itself). Due to the need for a log scale,
phenotypes with a zero frequency are represented with
a frequency of 10−10 at the bottom of the graph.
nal). The graph also shows that below the thresh-
old γ there are many connections from the most
designable fold to other phenotypes; the existence
of these connections would not be expected in the
null model. Those phenotypes with a zero value
(10−10) of local frequency do not occur in the im-
mediate neighborhood of this phenotype. The ro-
bustness of the top fold is the largest φpq value at
the top right of the graph. This graph shows that
due to its large robustness, the most designable
fold is likely to percolate the space and form a large
neutral network. The neighborhood of a pheno-
type is not random and is correlated with the phe-
notype itself. The large number of non-zero con-
nections to other phenotypes from the top fold’s
phenotype suggests that the HP 3 × 3 × 3 model
is not ‘plum pudding’. In the HP 3× 3× 3 model,
0.86% of possible phenotypes are connected to the
top fold, a larger value than would be predicted in
the ‘plum pudding’ model.
Deleterious phenotypes The distribution of
connections to the deleterious phenotype is shown
in Figure 11. In the null model the local fre-
quency of deleterious mutations would be simply
equal to the global frequency of deleterious muta-
tions which is 0.9524. The figure shows that the
deleterious phenotypes are underrepresented com-
pared to the null model with a mean of 0.8618.
Taking the robustness and φdel together I inves-
Figure 11: Local frequency of deleterious phenotypes
φdel compared to global frequency of deleterious pheno-
types fdel for all phenotypes (folds) in the HP model on
the 3×3×3 lattice. The mean value of the distribution
is marked in cyan. The randomised null model would
have a distribution centered around fdel = 0.9524,
shown in green.
tigated whether all of the non-deleterious neigh-
bors were accounted for by the robustness of a
phenotype. A histogram of the fraction of neigh-
bors that are neither deleterious nor neutral is
shown in Figure 12. I found that only 890 phe-
notypes (1.9%) are completely isolated from any
other and on average 4.0% of a phenotypes neigh-
bors are other, non-deleterious phenotypes. This
means that in this HP model, the vast majority of
the phenotypes possess many more connections to
other phenotypes than if the model was described
by the ‘plum pudding’. The main contribution to
the histogram for the ‘plum pudding’ model would
be from phenotypes with zero distinct neighbors.
Figure 12 therefore presents compelling evidence
that the HP model on the 3× 3× 3 lattice is not
well represented by the ‘plum pudding’ model; the
phenotypes of the GP map for the HP 3 × 3 × 3
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model are better described by the ‘spaghetti bowl’
metaphor.
Figure 12: A histogram of the frequency of non-
deleterious, distinct phenotypes φdel in the neighbor-
hood of all phenotypes in the HP model on the 3×3×3
lattice. On average 4.0% of neighbors of a phenotype
are non-deleterious, non-neutral neighbors.
The data shown in Figures 9-11 shows that the
HP model on the 3 × 3 × 3 lattice fits neither
the ‘plum pudding’ nor ‘spaghetti bowl’ metaphors
perfectly. The GP map contains at least one large
and well connected neutral network (Figure 10)
as well as many other significant neutral networks
(Figure 9). However, 98.1% of phenotypes are con-
nected to other phenotypes (Figure 12) meaning
this GP map is best described by the ‘spaghetti’
model. The distinction cannot be made between
all phenotypes being connected via mutation or
forming a small number of subnetworks. The lat-
ter can be thought of as balls of ‘spaghetti’.
3.3 Complexity and Designability
The complexity-designability relationship can be
explored by sampling the genotype space because
a sufficient distribution of the most common folds
(designability) occurs without full enumeration.
Only the 6×6 model was used to fully analyze re-
lationships between complexity and designability
because spotting visual distinctions between folds
is easier on the 2D lattice. The 50 most designable
and 50 least designable structures are shown in
Appendix B. Visual inspection shows that they
are clearly different. The challenge is to discover
whether this difference is correlated with a simple
complexity measure.
Figure 13 shows the compression complexity ap-
proximation against designability, there is no pat-
tern that emerges from this comparison.
Figure 13: Compression complexity against designabil-
ity for the MJ model on the 6×6 lattice (for 225 random
sequences). There is no correlation between complex-
ity and designability for this measure.
Figure 14 shows the minimum defining chain
length (MDCL) against designability. There is
no clear correlation but there is some indication
that the least designable folds have long minimum
defining chain lengths. It is possible that with im-
proved calculation of the MDCL a clearer correla-
tion may emerge, as the current measure does not
recognize the MDCL correctly for all folds. This
method of complexity measure deserves further
consideration because it is clear that the MDCL
is a form of minimum information content. This
could be biologically relevant as it suggests that
short motifs may define larger structural features
that are not necessarily conserved in their amino
acid sequence. The 6 × 6 lattice is, of course, ar-
tificial in its constraints and as such, any future
connection found must still be interpreted within
that context.
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Figure 14: Minimum defining chain length against des-
ignability for the MJ model on the 6×6 lattice (for 225
random sequences). There is no clear correlation be-
tween MDCL and designability for this model.
4 Conclusions
This particular GP mapping problem was ex-
tremely well suited to the application of GPU com-
puting. The very large speed up (580-700 fold) was
due to the properties of the HP and MJ models
matching many of those required for an efficient
GPU application. These qualities are typical of
GP mapping: locality, coherence, the dominance
of arithmetic calculations and multitude of calcu-
lations needed. This means many GP mappings
are likely to be greatly sped up on the GPU and
the result can therefore be generalised. This appli-
cability is already evident in my work with Chico
Camargo (University of Oxford) who has produced
a 1000-fold speed up in the calculation of the GP
map for gene networks by implementing his model
on a GPU, for which he used concepts from my
code (Appendix C).
There are two simple improvements that could
be made to further accelerate the time per fold
I have achieved. Firstly, a network of GPUs
would increase computational throughput. Sec-
ondly, the generation of random numbers on the
GPU would reduce the number of required mem-
ory accesses. This is in comparison to the current
method which requires copying large quantities of
random numbers from the CPU. This would in-
crease performance for any model requiring ran-
dom sampling. Due to the relevant in-expense of
GPUs and the ever expanding range of tool-kits
provided by NVIDIA, these options would both
be worth pursuing in further research. A full enu-
meration of the HP model on the 6× 6 lattice on
the GPU is currently running and will allow the
exploration of its full GP map. This was previ-
ously impossible due to the extreme length of time
it would have taken (approximately 180 years) be-
fore this acceleration.
The investigation of the 3 × 3 × 3 HP
model has shown that contrary to Goldstein’s
postulation[37], the HP model does not fit the de-
scription of ‘plum pudding’ like and that their re-
sults are an artefact of the small size of their lat-
tice. It is important to bear in mind that the HP
model on the 3 × 3 × 3 lattice has a very large
genotype space (227 ≈ 1.3 × 108 genotypes) and
95.24% of its genotypes have the deleterious phe-
notype (do not fold). If the GP map, given these
constraints, fitted the ‘plum pudding’ model, we
would expect to see more than 1.8% of phenotypes
being completely isolated and we would expect
many fewer than 4% of mutations to result in new
phenotypes. This HP model is even more poorly
described by the null model as there are significant
correlations between neighbors. The HP model
is best described by the ‘spaghetti’ model but no
simplistic metaphor describes this space perfectly.
Future work should be done on GP maps for both
the MJ model and larger lattices in order to in-
vestigate how the topology changes with larger al-
phabets and lattices. The MJ model would also
allow the investigation of how the connections and
neutral networks within a GP map are effected by
changes to the energy threshold.
The attempt to discover underlying properties
of phenotypes that may correlate with designabil-
ity on the 6×6 lattice did not reveal any conclusive
results. However, further investigation into the
relationship between complexity and designability
would be worthwhile. In particular, the computa-
tion of defining chain length can be perfected as
the current complexity measure is incomplete.
This project has obtained a very significant ac-
celeration using GPU methods which is highly
translatable to both other attempts at GP map-
ping and NP complete problems. I have been able
to analyze the topology of a new GP map and to
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enumerate the previously unobtainable 6×6 GP
map for investigation. In a wider context, these
GP maps can provide insight into why there are
relatively very few natural folds compared to what
one might expect theoretically. If the defining
properties of these structures could be found, they
could be used predict novel stable folds, an area of
great interest to the pharmaceutical industry[52].
This project also provides the first demonstra-
tion of GPU acceleration for a lattice protein fold-
ing model and as such demonstrates the potential
power of the application of parallel programming
techniques to other biophysical models.
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Appendix A. Result
A.1 Miyazawa-Jernigan contact energies
The contact energies for the MJ1985 model are for the standard alphabet of 20 amino acids. The values
used are from the work of Miyazawa and Jernigan[33] and are given in the matrix in Figure 15.
Figure 15: The values including and above the diagonal of this matrix give the amino acid interaction energies[33].
A.2 Checking the results of the GPU version of the model
Figure 16 is from Li et al. and along with the fold percentages and top fold data in Table 4 was used
to verify the results from the GPU program.
The histogram for the full enumeration of the HP1996 3x3x3 lattice model is shown in Figure 16A.
The data from this project (Figure 17) is in agreement with Li et al. Note that only half the sequence-
structure relationships have actually been computed in the process of forming these histograms because
the GP map is completely symmetric.
Figure 18 shows the histogram of designabilities for the a random sampling of the HP1996 model on
the 6x6 lattice. The top fold given in 1996 by Li et al.[1] is not identical to the fold we found. However,
Li et al. used a comparably small sample, with the Li et al.’s most designable fold having only 200
sequences folding to it (Figure 16B) in contrast with the most designable fold in this project having
over 3000 sequences folding to it (Figure 18). Their small sample size could mean the top ranking of
their most designable fold is an artifact of the small sample. Furthermore, there is a highly unusual
detail in Li et al.’s data (Figure 16B(inset)). The furthest right point is the one that has the highest
designability and their graph suggests that there are in fact two folds that give this value, there is no
mention of the second fold in the results and this strange distribution is probably also a result of their
small sample size.
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Figure 16: Figure used for verification of the code from Li et al.[1].
Table 4: Values from the GPU code compared with those of Li et al.[1]
Li et al. Project
HP1996 3× 3× 3 Fold percentage 4.75% 4.76%
Ns top fold 3794 3794
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Figure 17: Histogram of designability for the HP1996 model on the 3x3x3 lattice.
Figure 18: Histogram of designability for the HP1996 model on the 6x6 lattice.
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Appendix B. Designability
and Complexity
The following folds on the 6x6 lattice were found to be the most (Figure 19) and least (Figure 20)
designable for the MJ1985 model on the 6x6 lattice.
Figure 19: 50 most designable folds on the 6x6 lattice labelled with rank.
Figure 20: 50 least designable folds for the 6x6 lattice labelled with rank.
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Appendix C. Code
C.1 GPU Code
GPU programs involve a compute kernel and the launching of that kernel from within the CPU code.
The following code is the version for the HP1996 model on the 6x6 lattice. Lines 27-29 define the
number of blocks and threads per block. These parameters are used to launch the kernel and were set
to the optimal values found in the results. Lines 46-100 detail the kernel which computes and outputs
the lowest energies. The most time consuming part for all random sampling versions is in lines 62-64
where the random sequence values are read in by each thread. Line 215 is where the kernel is launched
from the CPU.
1 /*
2 CUDA ENERGY CALCULATION - RANDOM SAMPLING - SJOWEN - 20/03/15
3
4 In this code, for each sequence (counted in binary), the lowest energy fold is found,
and if unique, the id of that fold is stored. The calculations are done reversing
sign of the cross energy and the max energy / unique fold is found.
5
6 HP1996 model for 6x6
7
8
9 */
10
11
12 #include <time.h>
13 #include <stdio.h>
14 #include <stdlib.h>
15 #include <math.h>
16 #include <string>
17 #include <iostream>
18 #include <fstream>
19 #include <sstream>
20 #include <vector>
21 #include <cuda.h>
22 #include <curand.h>
23
24 #define N_FOLD 57337 // number of 6x6 folds
25 #define length 36 // length sequence (from 3x3x3)
26 #define numseq 512*8*4 // #threads = blocks * threadsperblock
27 #define dimx 512
28 #define dimy 8
29 #define thperblock 4 // threadsperblock
30 #define threshold 1 // min kT*10 between ground and 1st exc.
31 #define NBP 25
32 #define runs 7
33
34 #define gpuErrchk(ans) { gpuAssert((ans), __FILE__, __LINE__); }
35 inline void gpuAssert(cudaError_t code, const char *file, int line, bool abort=true)
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36 {
37 if (code != cudaSuccess)
38 {
39 fprintf(stderr,"GPUassert:␣%s␣%s␣%d\n", cudaGetErrorString(code), file, line);
40 if (abort) exit(code);
41 }
42 }
43
44
45
46 // cuda kernel
47 // calculates foldid of lowest unique energy fold for a sequence that equals threadID
48 __global__ void energycalc(int V[N_FOLD][2*NBP], int SeqRnd[numseq][length], int *
ID_fold, int *E_dif)
49 {
50
51 int sequence[length];
52 int blockId = blockIdx.x + blockIdx.y * gridDim.x;
53 int threadId = blockId * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; //global id of thread
54 int min_E_sequence = 0;
55 int min_E_sequence2 = 0;
56 int E[4];
57 int min_E_fid = -1;
58 int energy_fold = 0;
59 ID_fold[threadId]= -1; // The ID of the min E fold.
60
61 // fill sequence with random amino acids
62 for (int jj=0;jj<length;jj++) {
63 sequence[jj]=SeqRnd[threadId][jj];
64 }
65
66 E[0]=-23;
67 E[1]=-10;
68 E[2]=-10;
69 E[3]=0;
70
71 // run through folds and find lowest energy
72 for (int foldid = N_FOLD-1; foldid > -1; foldid--)
73 {
74 energy_fold=0;
75
76 // k is less than half of neighbour partners
77 for (int k=0;k<NBP;k++){ //iterate through neighbours for
78 int loc1 = V[foldid][2*k];
79 int loc2 = V[foldid][2*k+1]; // location of neighbour
80 energy_fold = energy_fold + E[ sequence[loc1]+2*sequence[loc2] ];
81 }
82
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83 // if energy of this fold is min
84
85 if (energy_fold < min_E_sequence) {
86 min_E_sequence2 = min_E_sequence;
87 min_E_fid = foldid;
88 min_E_sequence = energy_fold;
89 }
90
91 else if (energy_fold < min_E_sequence2) {
92 min_E_sequence2 = energy_fold;
93 }
94
95 }
96
97 ID_fold[threadId] = min_E_fid;
98 E_dif[threadId] = min_E_sequence - min_E_sequence2;
99
100 }
101
102
103 int main(void)
104 {
105 std::vector< std::vector<int> > V;
106 std::vector <int> vec;
107 std::vector< std::vector<double> > VE;
108 std::vector <double> vecE;
109 int* energy = new int[numseq];
110 typedef int T[2*NBP];
111 typedef int S[length];
112 int* minfold = new int[numseq];
113 int* E_dif = new int[numseq];
114 int* dev_foldID;
115 T* dev_V = new T[N_FOLD];
116 int* dev_Edif;
117 T* V_array = new T[N_FOLD];
118 S* SeqRnd = new S[numseq];
119 S* dev_SeqRnd = new S[numseq];
120 float pct;
121 srand(time(NULL));
122
123 // Fill V_array with -1s
124 for (int n=0;n<N_FOLD;n++)
125 {
126 for (int m=0;m<2*NBP;m++)
127 { V_array[n][m]=-1;
128 }
129 }
130
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131
132 // allocate memory for V and min energy fold ids on GPU
133
134 gpuErrchk(cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_V, N_FOLD * 2*NBP * sizeof(int) ) );
135 gpuErrchk(cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_SeqRnd, numseq*length*sizeof(int) ));
136 gpuErrchk(cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_foldID, numseq*sizeof(int) ));
137 gpuErrchk(cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_Edif, numseq*sizeof(int) ));
138 cudaGetLastError();
139
140 // CPU code for initialising V vector of folds (list of neighbours)
141
142 std::ifstream fin("data_neighbours_6x6.txt");
143 std::string line;
144 int i;
145 while (std::getline( fin, line) ) //Read a line
146 {
147 std::stringstream ss(line);
148
149 while(ss >> i) { //Extract integers from line of file
150 vec.push_back(i);
151 }
152
153 V.push_back(vec);
154 vec.clear();
155 }
156 fin.close();
157
158
159 // Copy from V to V_array
160 for (int n=0;n<N_FOLD;n++) { // Iterate over all folds
161 for (int m=0;m<V[n].size();m++) { // Iterate over number of fold neighbour locations
162 V_array[n][m]=V[n][m]; // convert read in vectors into array
163 }
164 }
165
166 V.clear();
167
168
169 std::ifstream fin3("data_lookup_6x6.txt");
170 std::string line3;
171 std::vector <int> vec3;
172 std::vector <std::vector <int> > V3;
173 int i3;
174 while (std::getline( fin3, line3) ) //Read a line
175 {
176 std::stringstream ss(line3);
177
178 while(ss >> i3) //Extract integers from line
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179 vec3.push_back(i3);
180
181 V3.push_back(vec3);
182 vec3.clear();
183 }
184 fin.close();
185
186 std::ofstream GSfolds;
187 std::ofstream counter;
188
189 // Copy V array of neighbour pairs to GPU, Random numbers for sequences and Energy
matrix.
190 cudaMemcpy( dev_V, V_array, N_FOLD*2*NBP*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;
191
192 clock_t t;
193
194
195
196 for (int kk=0; kk<runs; kk++) {
197 dim3 blocks2(int(dimx/std::pow(2.0,kk)),dimy);
198
199 counter << kk << std::endl;
200
201 GSfolds.open("GSfolds_HP1996_6x6.txt", std::ios::app);
202 counter.open("count.txt", std::ios::app);
203
204 t = clock();
205
206 for (int n=0;n<numseq;n++)
207 {
208 for (int m=0;m<length;m++)
209 { SeqRnd[n][m]=rand()%2;
210 }
211 }
212
213 cudaMemcpy( dev_SeqRnd, SeqRnd, numseq*length*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice );
214 // Run GPU kernel
215 energycalc<<<blocks2,thperblock*int(std::pow(2.0,kk))>>>(dev_V, dev_SeqRnd,
dev_foldID, dev_Edif);
216
217 // copy MAXE_fold ids back to host
218 cudaMemcpy( minfold, dev_foldID, numseq*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost ) ;
219 cudaMemcpy( E_dif, dev_Edif, numseq*sizeof(int), cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost ) ;
220 t = clock() -t;
221 std::cout << (float)t/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC*dimx*dimy*thperblock) << "s␣per␣fold." <<
std::endl;
222
223
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224 int ijk=0;
225 // print out sequence id and fold id
226 for (int zz=0; zz<numseq; zz++) {
227 GSfolds << V3[minfold[zz]][0] << "␣" ;
228 GSfolds << E_dif[zz] << std::endl;
229 ijk++;
230 }
231
232 double f = double(numseq);
233 pct += ijk/f;
234
235 std::cout << "Percentage:␣" << pct/runs << std::endl;
236 counter.close();
237 GSfolds.close();
238 }
239
240 // Free memory on device
241
242 cudaFree( dev_V );
243 cudaFree( dev_SeqRnd );
244 cudaFree( dev_Edif );
245 cudaFree( dev_foldID );
246 cudaGetLastError();
247
248 return 0;
249 }
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